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 Follow
UT AMS grad Robin O’Sullivan recently

Follow “AMS :: ATX”

published American Organic: A Cultural

Get every new post delivered to
your Inbox.

History of Farming, Gardening, Shopping

Join 2,068 other followers

and Eating, about the history of the
organic movement in the United States.
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AMS grad student Kerry Knerr spoke to her

Sign me up

last week.
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Can you tell us a little bit about your
book American Organic, and how
you came to the project?
It’s a cultural history of the organic food
and farming movement, which first elicited
my interest after I happened to visit the
homestead of Helen and Scott Nearing in
Harborside, Maine (when I was living up
there in Portland). As I began to research

Email Subscription

the history of homesteading, I learned
more about the organic movement, which

Enter your email address to subscribe

was related but also distinct.

to this blog and receive notifications
of new posts by email.
Join 2,068 other followers
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What projects or people have
inspired your work?
The Nearings, certainly; and the major

Enter your email address
Sign me up!

player in the organic farming movement
was J.I. Rodale, who began farming in
Pennsylvania in the 1940s and
subsequently developed a media empire
that publicized the organic movement.

How do you see your work fitting in

On Facebook

On Facebook

Contributors

with broader conversations in
academia and beyond?
It’s relevant to work in environmental and
agricultural history, consumer studies, food
studies, and, of course, American Studies.
Categories

How is this work you’re doing now, as
a scholar, teacher or both, informed
by the work you did as an American
Studies student at UT?
At UT-Austin, four talented professors
served on my dissertation committee: Jeff
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Elizabeth Engelhardt. All four have written

public scholarship

books that served as models for mine, and
all four were delightful to work with.
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Do you have any advice for students
in our department about how to get
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Watch This

the most out of their experience at
UT?
Popular Posts

I’m sure the students already know how
fortunate they are to be surrounded by such

Emily Roehl and Jeannette Vaught
Giving Talks on Friday 2/12
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stellar faculty members!

Grad and Faculty Research: see
UT AMS at ASA in Toronto

What projects are you excited to work
on in the future?

Undergrad Research: Molly
Mandell named UEPS scholar for
2015-2016 school year!
Alumni Voices: Dr. John

My next project will be an analysis of

Gronbeck-Tedesco, Asst. Prof. of

“techno-natural” phenomena, with a

American Studies, Ramapo

particular focus on its manifestations in

College

19th century literature.

Announcement: Workshop with
media artist Samuel Cepeda this
Friday
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Tweets
RT @HouserHeather: TODAY,

Loading...

11am: TILTS Discussion of
LIVING OIL w @LeMenagerUO,
@ut_english Professor Ann
Cvetkovich, & @AmStudies PhD
candi… 5 hours ago
RT @HouserHeather: TODAY,

This entry was posted in Alumni Voices,
Uncategorized and tagged food, food studies,
interview.

6pm: TILTS, @ut_english,
@AmStudies present Stephanie
LeMenager on Oil Culture &
Environmental Humanities
https:/… 1 day ago
Emily Roehl and Jeanette Vaught
Giving Talks on Friday 2/12
amstudies.wordpress.com/2016/
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https://t.co/nh2aFWZWn7
1 day ago
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